D E Space—A Realistic Measure of Changes in Arch Morphology: Space Loss Due to Unattended Caries
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Introduction.

The principal studies on the subject of arch length change, probably more accurately defined as arch depth change, have used the following definition of arch length: the perpendicular distance from the most labial surface of the central incisor to the line joining the distal surfaces of the deciduous molars or second premolars. While accurately describing changes in total arch length (depth), this measurement is influenced by a number of events occurring simultaneously, and hence loses descriptive value for some important specific changes within the arch. Clinch underscored such influences with the observation that flaring and later uprighting of anterior teeth accounted for large changes in arch length. He suggested that this measure should therefore be referred to as the external arch length. Moreover, early studies using calipers, brass wires, and mathematical equations have not lent themselves readily to longitudinal studies, since without an anatomical reference point, it has not been feasible to accurately quantify directions of change. The concept described here has been tailored to portray the volatile changes occurring in the buccal segments during the mixed dentition. It has been named D E Space and has been defined as the distance between the mesial midpoint of the first permanent molar (or in its absence, the distal midpoint of the second primary molar, or second premolar) and the distal midpoint of the canine (or the mesial midpoint of the first primary molar, or first premolar in its absence) (see Fig. 1).

This paper explores the dimensional changes of the dental arch which take place in the presence of unattended dental caries by monitoring changes in D E Space.

Materials and methods.

The utilization of the concept D E Space has been made possible through use of the Optocom, an instrument capable of registering numerous coordinates in three dimensions on a set of study casts within an accuracy of 0.2 mm. The reproducibility of D E Space among 225 paired recordings was found to have a standard deviation of 0.255 mm. All registrations are relative to the occlusal plane, and a point on a given tooth can be compared from year to year, relative to the occlusal projection of that point as determined by the palatal rugae points. Numerous earlier works have advocated the use of palatal rugae as a reference in surveying dentitional changes from year to year. The data for Standards of Human Occlusal Development were all compiled in this fashion. Part of the working mechanism of the Optocom is an articulating device which allows the mandibular cast to be oriented in occlusion relative to the maxilla, and hence to the palatal rugae. This presents a particularly effective method of monitoring positional changes occurring within either dental arch.

One hundred seven children were selected from the growth sample at the Centre de Recherche sur la Croissance Humaine at the Université de Montréal. Data on these individuals were collected annually and longitudinally for an average of 5.9 yr, starting at age six. Quadrants unaffected by caries or premature extractions of primary molars for the duration of the study were placed into the control group, Caries-free. Those who developed caries or had restorations placed at any time during the study are listed throughout according to their status of maximum severity. Severe caries was dif-
ferentiated from mild caries according to the degree of anatomical destruction as seen on the study casts. The sexes were pooled and justification presented earlier.10

Results.

One-way analyses of variance were performed at each age, and attained significance levels are listed with the sample sizes on the table at the bottom of the figures (see Figs. 2 and 3).

Fig. 1 — Palatal rugae points from which dental cast orientation can be performed, also, representation of D E Space.

For the mandibular data, the only significant finding was a difference in D E Space at age ten (\( F = 5.94^{***} \)). The Severe Caries Group had a significantly reduced D E Space and was the only group which varied significantly from the others. Student’s \( t \) tests for comparisons with Severe Caries yielded \( t \) statistics as follows: 2.50* for the Caries-free, 2.14* for the Restorations Group, and 2.66** for Mild Caries.

For the maxillary groups, a difference in D E Space was found at age nine (\( F = 5.21^{***} \)). Again, it was the D E Space for the Severe Caries Group that was significantly reduced from the others. Values for \( t \) tests were 3.89*** with the Caries-free and 2.59* with the Restorations Group; there were no significant differences from the Mild Caries Group. There was also a significant difference at age eleven (\( F = 2.62^* \)). Here the only two groups which varied significantly from one another were the Mild and Severe

\* All asterisks refer to statistics in the table.
Caries \((t = 2.54^*\)). There was an unusual elevation in the value for Mild Caries in this year, and the borderline level for the F value confirms the likelihood of normal variability.

In both arches, the Severe Caries Group maintained a D E Space 0.5 - 1.0 mm shorter than the Caries-free Group for the duration of the study, but only in the above cited years were there significant differences.

A comparison of the mean ages of exfoliation of primary molars revealed a significant difference between the Caries-free and Severe Caries Groups in both arches and for both primary molars (see statistics in table below).

**Discussion.**

Using D E Space to examine the effects of dental caries on arch morphology, the data were viewed by chronological age with the sexes pooled. It was found that D E Space for the Restorations and Mild Caries Groups behaved similarly to the Caries-free Group at all ages. The only carious group which differed significantly from the Caries-free population was Severe Caries. At age nine in the upper, and age ten in the lower, the Severe Caries Group underwent a reduction in D E Space that caused it to differ significantly from the other groups. Interestingly, there was also found to be a significant difference between the Severe Caries and the Caries-free Groups in terms of the age at which the primary molars were exfoliated. Since the mean age for the loss of primary molars was one year earlier in the Severe Caries Group, it was judged that the phenomenon of sustained severe decay caused these primary molars to exfoliate and hence be replaced nearly one year prematurely. Some of the leeway shift took place earlier for this group than for the Caries-free, thus explaining the reduction in D E Space.

Fanning et al. have noted a hastened replacement of primary teeth in cases where the pulps have been removed,\(^ {11-15}\) and certainly a similar phenomenon is in operation here, but our findings demonstrate that the acceleration is a function of the pathology, not of the treatment. The material from this sample also corroborates Breakspear's contention that an average space loss of 1 mm due to dental caries occurs.\(^ {16-17}\) The mean for our Severe Caries Group was 0.5 - 1.0 mm shorter than that of the Caries-free Group for both arches. We cannot, however, agree with Jarvis, who wrote that the occurrence of dental caries posed the same threat to arch length as the loss of a primary molar.\(^ {18}\)

Finally, the size of D E Space reduction attributable to severe caries is similar to the amount of divergence that could be introduced by sexual dimorphism. But since the numbers of males and females are almost equal for each age in the Severe Caries Group, the observed difference cannot be attributed solely to the compounded effect of gender.

**Summary.**

By using only a portion of the dental arch, rather than some geometric construction that conforms to the dental arch, more pertinent information can be gathered regarding the sequelae of some event or insult to the arch. The measurement, D E Space, has been explained and utilized to describe
the effects of unattended dental caries on arch form. Only caries which become severe have a significant effect on the dental arch—a reduction in D.E. Space, which can be interpreted as relative arch length (depth) and is significant only for the year after its exfoliation. This occurs one year early and is also significant.
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